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GMO’S  

Author  

The author for the infographic is George Morales. He is currently a freshman at The City College 

of New York and is looking to major in animals science. 

Purpose  

The purpose of this infographic is to bring awareness to how GMOS are safe and pose no threats 

to people who decide to eat them. The reason for choosing this specific topic is over the fears 

growing of people trying to stay healthy and live longer. As we are currently in a pandemic many 

people are now starting to take care of themselves more better and watching what they use and 

put in there body. What this infographic can do is help relive people of these fears and convince 

them that GMOS are safe. GMOS have been around for centuries and there have been no 

problems associated with them that has been found to date. Most notably corn, this is the most 

genetically modified crop in the U.s and is found almost everywhere. With this information you 

have probably eaten many crops that have been genetically modified without even know, 

although now regulations are now requiring that food have an indicator that they have been 

genetically modified. 

Audience  



The audience for the infographic is mainly to the general public. The infographic is kept short 

and simple with the main points being given to you that mostly any age group would be able to 

get the message the infographic is trying to portray. 

Text  

This piece of text can be seen as an infographic. The content of the infographic provides facts 

that are know to be true on the background of GMOS and there history of being safe to date. 

There is also a link to the FDA website where it talks more about how they ensure these food are 

safe for consumption. 

Setting  

The setting for the infographic can be almost anywhere. The infographic can be placed in school 

or public areas where people are able to see, this is so more people are able to see and get the 

information. The main setting area however would most likely NYC because this is where the 

author is writing from. 

Conclusion  

This infographic should be made available to for all to see. This is so people can make their 

decision to either avoid GMOS completely or maybe have a change in the way they view 

GMOS. 



 


